iHEPS
Hosted Energy Profiling Services

“ Intelligent Energy Monitoring System for
Corporate Office Building, Manufacturing Factory, and University ”

We are pioneer and leader in Hosted Data Acquisition

We are more than SCADA - Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
Everything here is Internet-based, we are

turns your data into informative
dashboards and reports that are
easily to understand, and fully customizable.

Dashboarding allows you to tell the story of your
energy consumption and resolve any inefficiencies
in your business’ usage.

With iSCADA monitoring solutions, iHEPS can give
you instant feedback on your actual energy use at
any moment in time and determine whether the
existing electricity is being consumed in an efficient
manner

The Challenge
Utility consumption (Electricity) is
one of the largest factors affecting
your profitability and competitiveness. Nowadays, high utility costs
are one of the many challenges facing
Malaysia’s small and medium
enterprises as they seek to expand
and drive the economy.

Diagram on right shows the typical
set up of incoming TNB Supply

We are

Cloud-based

iSCADA uses cloud computing to provide analytical data to
users, at anytime, from anywhere. The cloud allows users to
access and understand the energy usage of your facilities realtime, 24/7, from the comfort of your office or home, requiring
only an internet connection and web browser.
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Public Display function is always active
An effective tool to give your employees and/or your clients a
good view of your consumption pattern to make sure energy is
being used. Now, they can be completely educated on your company’s consumption patterns and costs with this spectacular
live view portal.
This display function is



Accurate, data is provided direct from the utility meter,
ensuring data validity
Real-time performance of your energy where eye-catching
graphics and animations will draw people in and deliver a
positive environmental image and economical image.

Easy to understand content
This interface is easy to understand and engaging, where the
layout and the format of content are designed by our specialist
for your target audience

iHEPS provides real-time data displays,
beautiful displayed dashboard interface
for your monitoring.

“This Public Displays place itself at
public areas such as office receptions
and lobbies to demonstrate beautiful
data and graphs to all”
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4 Benefits Why You Should Implement iHEPS
On Your Facility Building
Monitor data from anywhere, anytime
With iHEPS, you can monitor and control virtually anything from any-

where in the world. Now you can see all information in just a few clicks,
by using your own laptop or desktop computer with internet connection.

Up-to-date data
iHEPS gives you the real-time, interactive and highly accurate data you need
From here, you will be able to know exactly where your energy is spent, and this
will assist you in deciding on where to minimize wastage and save cost.

Reliable & Affordable

Based in the Cloud, iSCADA- combines traditional SCADA technology with web-based
services to deliver cost-effective and efficient solutions, removing the cost of installing
multiple RTUs, meters, and control rooms. With iHEPS, we deliver real-time energy
consumption information to help you achieve energy efficiency with NO investment

cost on metering equipment.

Personalize the data you needed
Your account is completely tailored by our experienced specialist, which is 100%
protected by our proprietary encryption technology.
Our alerting system will notify you based on your preference. Configure alerts to your
specifications and levels of importance (etc. in the event of High KW consumption).
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iHEPS
Simple to Install

YOUR iSCADA SOLUTION TO THE
FUTURE AND BEYOND

Its sensors and meters are fully non-invasive. iSCADA simply latches on to
your facility’s standard meters or any compatible monitoring infrastructure
that your building is already equipped with. All you need to have is a desktop computer or laptop with internet connection, then you can study your
data here without any software or server needed

Service and Support

We have a team of experienced technical profession for any
technical matters

Email address: support@iscada.my

iHEPS Customers

Devices World was founded in 2000 as a developer of iSCADA.
We help our customers resolve inefficiencies issues, monitor their facilities, and
strive to perform advance solutions by intensive research and development. Our
technology is a pioneer of internet based monitoring and is focus on bringing
SCADA applications to the masses.

Contact information
Devices World Sdn. Bhd.
Address : Suite 2-21, Menara KLH, 47170 Puchong, Selangor,
Malaysia.
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